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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Kari Wergeland, who hails from Davis, California, has lived in a number of
locales along the West Coast. She moved to Southern Oregon at the age of 14 and eventually
attended the University of Oregon, where she earned a B.A. in English and a minor in Computer
Science. She also holds an M.L.S. in Librarianship from the University of Washington and an
M.F.A. in Creative Writing with an emphasis in poetry from Pacific University.
When she was a senior in high school, Kari took a position as a student assistant in the Ashland
Branch Library in Southern Oregon. She ended up spending another eight years working in
various paraprofessional capacities at the Eugene Public Library before she finally caved and
headed to graduate school to study library science. After she received a Master of Librarianship,
she began working as a Children’s Librarian for the Seattle Public Library. Ten years later, she
switched to Adult Services and did a brief stint with the Siuslaw Public Library on the Oregon
Coast. During the subsequent sixteen and a half years, she served as a faculty librarian for
Cuyamaca College in El Cajon, California, where she further developed her teaching and
technology skills.
In January 2016, doctors at Moores Cancer Center (UC San Diego Health) discovered a
suspicious mass in Kari’s left breast. It was later diagnosed as invasive lobular breast cancer.
After she underwent a lumpectomy, the pathology report revealed a four-centimeter tumor and
lymph node involvement. She ended up completing the three pillars of breast cancer treatment:
surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation. She remains positive about the prospect of a cancer-free
future.
Kari’s work has appeared in many journals, including Catamaran Literary Reader, Jabberwock
Review, The Delmarva Review, New Millennium Writings, Pembroke Magazine, Wisconsin
Review, and Crannóg. She has taken a spin with CreateSpace to self-published two books of
poetry, Voice Break and The Ballad of the New Carissa and Other Poems. She was also a
children’s book reviewer for The Seattle Times.
Here and there, she has dabbled with dance, singing, and acting. She continues to study voice
and sing in a choir when she can find the time.
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ABOUT KARI’S BOOKS
Breast Cancer: A Poem in Five Acts
Due out on June 15, 2018 (prepublication sales begin on February 20, 2018)
Publisher: Finishing Line Press
In one narrative poem, broken into five parts, Wergeland takes the reader through each phase of
breast cancer diagnosis and treatment: “Diagnosis,” “Surgery,” “Chemo,” “Radiation,” and
“Follow-up.” These stressful months are occasionally softened by the beauty of San Diego
County, particularly the narrator’s own backyard. As she deals with side effects, she draws
solace from her Zen practice, as well as the urban wildlife coming her way, though she does
encounter a few rattlesnakes. In the end, this breast cancer patient must face the cold, albeit
promising, reality of the brilliant technology at Moores Cancer Center, even as she finds the
strength to fight for a new life.

The Ballad of the New Carissa and Other Poems
Publisher: CreateSpace
ISBN: 978-1470156169
Available through Amazon

This book celebrates the Oregon Coast in all of its magnificence. Wergeland
applies her own set of lenses to this panorama, highlighting the pulse of the
weather, shifting sands, and creatures in the sea and on the shore. Humans
flirting with dangerous tides do not escape her scrutiny. These poems examine
a rich segment of America’s Pacific edge.

Voice Break
Publisher: CreateSpace
ISBN: 978-1466495586
Available through Amazon

Following the advice of a community college music instructor, Kari Wergeland
began taking voice lessons with a respected teacher at the age of 24. After
roughly two years of study, with dubious results, she decided to stop singing.
She began working as a librarian and eventually turned to writing newspaper
articles, fiction, and poetry. Twenty years later, and on something of a whim,
she enrolled in a workshop called The Natural Singer, with vocal coach Claude
Stein. Inspired to resume voice lessons, it wasn’t long before she discovered her
singing had changed. Voice Break is a long poem of possibility that tells the
story of the author’s voice. Within this text, a shorter poem titled, “The Next
Mountain: a Riddle,” becomes a key to the entire piece. Can you guess the
answer?
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AWARDS
§
§
§
§
§

New Millennium Writing Awards, Semi-finalist, November 2015
New Millennium Writing Awards, Honorable Mention, January 2015
Jeff Marks Memorial Poetry Competition, Finalist, February 2014
Soul-Making Keats Literary Competition, Honorable Mention, January 2014:
Tucson Festival of Books Literary Awards Competition, Semi-finalist, December 2013

ANTHOLOGIES
§
§

Along the Shore: Poems by the Sea, Lost Tower Publications, poem “Sound Garden”
States of the Union, Mascot Books, poem “Thanksgiving 2016”

PUBLICATIONS
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

The Autumn Sound Review, poem “Sitting in Motion”
Badlands Literary Journal, poem “Pining in Kings Canyon”
Caesura, poem “Extinction”
Cascadia Chronicle, poem “Tsunami Warning System”
Catamaran Literary Reader, poems “Scene Change,” “Stage Ride to Tassajara”
The Chaffin Journal, poem “Side by Side”
Cloudbank: Journal of Contemporary Writing, poem “Reading”
Common Ground Review, poem “Fishing”
Concho River Review, poem “Topographic Map”
Crannóg, poem “Wake”
Cyclamens and Swords Publishing, poems “Remnants,” “Sandpipers”
The Delmarva Review, poem “Hiking the High Sierra Loop”
Episodic Magazine, poem “Houses”
Euphemism, poem “Maidenhair Falls”
Far Enough East, poem “Far Restoration”
Flint Hills Review, poem “Big Sur Solstice”
The Gap-Toothed Madness, poem “Blood Oranges”
Helen: A Literary Magazine Friday Night Specials, poem “Snake in the Library”
Helix Magazine, poems “Ancient Horns,” “A Day in the Desert,” “Driving into Dawn”
Homestead Review, poems “Highway One,” “Midlife,” Remnants”
I-70 Review, poem “Bone”
The Ilanot Review, poem “Standby”
Jabberwock Review: A Journal of Literature and Art, poem “Bequest”
Kansas City Voices, poem “Larkspur”
Kindred, poems “The Day the Waves Broke Backwards,” “Encore”
Labletter Monthly Notes, poem “The Gull”
Legends: A Literary Journal from Grey Wolfe Publishing, poems “The End of Summer,”
“The Garden,” “The Remodeling Job”
Lummox, poems “Festooned Gravel,” “Surfaces”
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§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Meat for Tea: The Valley Review, poems “Bear Boxes,” “Delay,” “Gripping”
The Midwest Quarterly, poem “Sunset at Mission Beach”
Mission at Tenth, poem “Ponderosa in Sequoia National Park”
New Millennium Writings, poem “Remnants”
The Offbeat, poem “The Troll under the Bridge”
Pembroke Magazine, poem “Two Eagles”
Prick of the Spindle: A Journal of the Literary Arts, poem “Highest Branches”
Pyrokinection, poem “Cremation”
The Rathalla Review, poem “Jugular”
Riding Light, poems “Little Song,” “Practice I,” “Practice II”
River Poets Journal, poems “Dueling Calendars,” “Empty,”
The Road Not Taken: A Journal of Formal Poetry, poem “Trespasser”
Rockhurst Review, poem “Pedestrian Afternoon”
San Diego Poetry Annual, poems “Acquainted with the Day,” “Gophers,” “Gray Day in San
Diego,” “San Gorgonio,” “Spider Face”
The Sow’s Ear Poetry Review, poem “In Lake Berryessa”
THEMA, poems “Leopard Shark,” “Vespertilio”
Tule Review: A Literary Journal, poem “New Year”
Two Thirds North, poem “Camping in the Desert”
The Wayfarer: A Journal of Contemplative Literature, poems “Rainstorm,” “Tradition”
The Wisconsin Review, poem “Old Photos”
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PRAISE FOR BREAST CANCER: A POEM IN FIVE ACTS
Kari Wergeland has made wide-awake poetry from fear and pain. She has melded the
tactile reality with a vigilant imagination to craft a smart, lyrical story of one woman’s
experience with the plague of breast cancer. It is a skillful and brave accomplishment.
- Marvin Bell

BREAST CANCER: A POEM IN FIVE ACTS takes the reader through harrowing
struggles, sudden moments of insight, periods of grief and loneliness, as well as periods
of deep connection with friends, with the inner self. One of poetry’s most glorious tasks
has always been to chronicle difficult times, to bear witness to them and at the same
time to bear witness to the struggle to cope with them and sometimes move beyond
them. Kari Wergeland has taken up this task full force. More than anything else this
poem is, finally, an inspiration. I read it with pleasure and with gratitude.
- Jim Moore
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WRITING POETRY DURING BREAST CANCER TREATMENT
By Kari Wergeland
I didn’t set out to write a poetry chapbook about my experiences with breast cancer, though I
wasn’t surprised when breast cancer began making its way into my verses. It started with the
scroll, an exercise Marvin Bell gave me and a number of other poetry students during our time
with him at Pacific University.
The scroll is a long, ongoing workspace where verses can emerge. You type in the date and write
a few lines—or many lines—whatever comes up. The next time you sit down to work on the
scroll, you write some new lines (if this is on a new day, you type the date first). When
something from a previous session seems to demand more attention, you copy and paste it to the
end of the scroll. This way you can begin playing with your old lines and your new lines
together. In other words, once a session is over, you don’t tinker with it again. You leave it as a
record for further contemplation, because you never know when one of those earlier lines or
verses can be added to the end of the scroll, the work you are doing in the moment.
I got my first inkling I was carrying a tumor on January 20, 2016. Breast cancer moved into my
scroll on February 3. At first, I thought these verses would develop into a few shorter poems
about the cancer experience. But as this medical saga continued to shock me, I came up with the
idea of writing several longer poems to document each phase of my breast cancer treatment.
Once I had this structure, I stuck to it throughout my entire time with Moores Cancer Center.
Sometimes I worked on the poem when I was receiving an infusion. Or I’d undergo a new
procedure—experience some surprising moment with one of my medical providers—and I’d jot
down a few lines as soon as I got home.
I wasn’t writing the chapbook for therapeutic reasons—I decided early on it would be a serious
piece of writing. However, as I played with this work-in-progress, I had a number of aha
moments on the spot. More than once, the poem allowed me to understand something I hadn’t
fully delineated in my conscious thinking. “Yes, this is how I’m really feeling!” I found these
insights interesting—and comforting.
My decision to structure the piece in “five acts” made the writing process easier. As a cancer
patient, I wasn’t up for a lot of serious writing—or intricate creative insights—especially during
chemotherapy. Nor was I able to deal with long writing sessions. I had a framework. I had a
medical drama. All I needed to do was fill in the details when the spirit moved me. I often just
jotted down a verse or two, before setting the project down. Yet the poem proved to be
something to anticipate; the impulse to finish it did not leave me. It became a place of solace.
However, once I was done with treatment, I was done with Breast Cancer: A Poem in Five Acts.
I tried polishing it for a few more weeks, but I no longer wanted to meditate on my illness. So I
kissed the chapbook goodbye and sent it out into the world. I was lucky to receive an early
acceptance from Finishing Line Press. I was also fortunate that an unexpected publishing delay
gave me the time to return to the poem after some months had passed. By then I was ready to
face more revisions, because I’d had a breather from everything breast cancer.
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TEN TIPS FOR BREAST CANCER PATIENTS
By Kari Wergeland
1

Reach out and develop a list of supporters: You’ll most likely be surprised by the
number of people who will want to help out. Certainly, those who knew me well were
quick to volunteer, but I also received offers for rides, work around the house, and other
errands from people I didn’t know all that well. This is no time to be a stoic or
obsessively self-reliant. See unexpected support as a blessing and keep willing helpers in
mind for troubleshooting unexpected problems. You might even put together a list of
names and phone numbers. You never know when you’ll need a last-minute ride to an
oncology appointment or help with something at home. And you never know when you’ll
need someone to get you out of the pits! The reality is: any serious cancer treatment plan
requires a great deal of detailed organization. You can’t do everything on your own.

2

Be an active participant in the decision-making process: I was pretty surprised
when my medical oncologist came up with two different courses of chemotherapy for my
particular situation. After outlining the positives and negatives of each possibility, she
told me the choice was mine. This approach gave me the strong impression that while our
doctors can make educated guesses as to what would be the best treatment plan, they
don’t have all the answers. They can’t be a hundred percent sure they’ve got it right. My
doctor leaned slightly toward the treatment plan I ultimately chose, yet she admitted she
used to prefer the other (yikes!). If you take the time to educate yourself on the current
thinking around your particular cancer, you can be an active participant when treatment
options are discussed. Of course, it doesn’t hurt to get a second opinion on murky cases.

3

There is no one-size-fits-all breast cancer: Don’t assume all breast cancer patients
feel the same way about the crucial decisions they must make, such as what type of
surgery to undergo, whether or not to work during treatment, how to approach
chemotherapy, the necessity of hormone therapy, and whether or not to have
reconstructive surgery. For example, I assumed all women would shun the bilateral
mastectomy. I was surprised to meet a few who weren’t all that upset about facing this
procedure as I would have been. Others avoided it in favor of a lumpectomy—or they
waited until it was absolutely necessary. The key is to examine your own diagnosis,
needs, and feelings, so you can make decisions based on what is best for you, not the
person you have observed in the past.

4

Create a new (flexible) daily schedule for difficult treatment plans: Dealing
with breast cancer treatment for months on end is daunting and taxing. It can also be
pretty boring. I found I did better once I figured out what I could and couldn’t do. Then I
loosely structured my days, setting modest goals focused on shorter blocks of time. For
example, during chemotherapy, I scheduled a matinee date with a friend for the end of
the first week of each infusion cycle. I did this because that first week always proved to
be very difficult (and the second week was less safe, due to low blood counts). The
matinee became something to look forward to, a milestone that got me over the hump of
each cycle. And toward the end of every chemo cycle, I began gardening for half an hour
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at a time. Even if I was feeling pretty good, I made myself stop after thirty minutes. This
way, I really looked forward to getting back to it. Of course, there will be times when you
don’t want to do much of anything. That’s what your couch is for.
5

Don’t try to entertain others: My nurse practitioner was emphatic about this when
she was preparing me for chemotherapy. She said, you can have guests over, but you are
NOT entertaining. If you are the shoulder everyone likes to cry on, it is a good idea to
politely disentangle yourself from these obligations. Go ahead and see people if it helps
you feel better, otherwise tell them you’ll keep in touch via text or email. Of course, this
becomes a much more delicate issue when those you live with want you to be what
you’ve always been (I leave this point for others to discuss, as I lived alone during
treatment). I rarely wanted to socialize for more than an hour at a time during the worst
stretches. I often just needed to listen to the birds without thinking about much, because I
felt pretty fogged by chemo brain.

6

Be on the lookout for those relative “carrots,” the things that make you feel
a little bit better: If you are undergoing serious cancer treatment, it is unlikely you’ll
feel well in a normal sense during treatment, but these months do come with vicissitudes.
You’ll probably have periods when you feel a bit better. And there are bound to be little
pleasures that lift your spirits, though they may not be the ones you turned to when you
were healthy. During my cancer-free days I reached for food for comfort (for better or
worse). In the chemo cave, food proved to be most unappealing. It felt truly weird to be
unable to “medicate” myself in this way. However, short walks often made me feel
happier, as did gentle yoga.

7

Work on something creative: Some cancer patients write; some scrapbook, some
draw. Consider working on an art form that makes you feel whimsical, something you
might not have bothered with in your normal daily life. It doesn’t have to be a
masterpiece. It’s the process of exploring that matters. Creative work allows you to tap
into the well of emotion that has been getting a workout over unexpected change due to
breast cancer challenges. Expressing yourself in new ways may help you gain insights as
to how you are truly feeling. Besides, anything lighthearted and fun is its own sort of
medicine, though you will want to give yourself permission to express darker feelings.

8

Plan something special to look forward to after you cross a significant
finish line: I scheduled two post-treatment activities: a writing workshop with David
Ulin and a trip to Italy. During the long months of treatment, I thought about these
engagements again and again. I discussed my plans with family and friends. When I was
finally finished with chemotherapy, I began preparing my manuscript for the writing
workshop. And after I finally moved into some easier days, I made sure I showed up for
my plans (I was the writer with the buzz cut). In the end, both experiences made me want
to cry. It felt so good to work on living again.

9

Be patient with your body, once treatment ends: My radiation oncologist warned
me it would take six months to fully recover from surgery, chemo, and radiation. She
wasn’t wrong. After I finished my last radiation treatment, a month would go by, and I’d
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think, “OK, now I’m doing better.” And then another month would pass and I’d feel even
better. It was exciting to notice these changes, to become stronger again. Now I’m trying
to work on feeling as well as I can for the rest of my life.
10 Give yourself time to consider what habits you might want to change for
good: Cancer treatment is stressful. So is the fear that something you are doing has
caused it (and will cause it again). There are useful long-term decisions to consider, but
unless your doctor is giving you an ultimatum, it is a good idea to catch your breath
before trying to make any drastic post-treatment lifestyle changes. Once my treatment
was over, it took me a year before I could seriously consider revamping my diet.
Unfortunately for me, extra weight is now more dangerous, because estrogen can be
found in excess fat—estrogen is known to stimulate growth of my particular cancer.
While I am currently taking a drug that lowers estrogen levels, it also causes weight gain.
It took me a year to accept the sort of diet and exercise regimen that would actually be
effective. And even now, I can’t stick to it every moment.
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AUTHOR PHOTOS
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